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Abstract 
  The widespread use of mobile phones has given rise to apprehension regarding the 

possible hazardous health effects of high-frequency electromagnetic fields (EMFs) on 

auditory function. We conducted a study to investigate the effects of long-term (>4 

yr) exposure to EMFs emitted by mobile phones on auditory function. My study 

population was made up of 40 healthy medical students—31 men and 9 women, aged 

20 to 30 years (mean 22.7). Of this group, 31 subjects typically held their phone to the 

right ear and 9 to the left ear; the non–phone-using ear served as each subject’s 

control ear. The phone-using subjects were also split into two groups of 20 based on 

the duration of their daily phone use (≤60 min vs. >60 min). All subjects underwent 

pure-tone audiometry, speech audiometry, impedance audiometry, and brainstem 

evoked response audiometry (BERA), and comparisons were made between the 

phone-using ear and the control ear and between the shorter and longer duration of 

daily use. We found no statistically significant differences in high-frequency pure-

tone average between the phoneusing ears and the control ears (p = 0.69) or between 

the shorter- and longer-duration phone-using ears (p = 0.85). Moreover, statistical 

analysis of BERA findings revealed no significant differences between the phone-

using ears and the control ears in terms of wave I-III, III-V, and I-V interpeak 

latencies (p = 0.59, 0.74 and 0.44, respectively). None of the subjects reported any 

subjective symptoms, such as headache, tinnitus, or sensations of burning or warmth 

behind, around, or on the phone-using ear. I conclude that the long-term exposure to 

EMFs from mobile phones does not affect auditory function. 
 

Introduction 
 In recent years, the use of mobile 

phones has increased tremendously, 

and there are more than 1.6 billion 

users worldwide.(Kayabasoglu et 

al.,2011) The widespread use of mobile 

phones has given rise to speculation 

regarding the possible hazardous 

health effects of high-frequency 

electromagnetic fields (EMFs). Mobile 

phones transmit and receive 

microwave radiation at frequencies 

mainly between 800 and 2,000 

MHz(Dimbylow et la.,1994). These 

frequencies excite the rotation of water 

and some organic molecules, but they 

are not ionizing, and they are not 

believed to cause damage to DNA. 

However, EMF radiation has been 

attributed to thermal and nonthermal 

effects on humans(Heynicket 

 

 

al.,2003). The reported thermal effects 

of mobile phones include headache, a  

sensation of burning and warmth in the 

ear area, a burning sensation on the  

facial skin, and alterations in the 

blood-brain barrier.4-6 Nonthermal 

effects include modification of sleep 

patterns, an increase in blood pressure, 

and alterations in cognitive functions.( 

Braune et al.,1998&Borbély et 

al.,1999)The idea that EMFs have a 

carcinogenic effect is controversial. 

Only a few studies have been 

undertaken to assess the effects of 

long-term exposure to electromagnetic 

waves from mobile phones on hearing 

in human beings. In this article, we 

describe our investigation of auditory 

function and long-term exposure to 

EMFs from mobile 
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phones(Kerekhanjanarong et al 

.,2005&.Oktay et al.,2004) 

Patients and methods 
My study population was drawn from a 

group of medical students who had 

been regular mobile phone users for at 

least 4 years. All prospective 

participants provided a detailed 

history, with particular emphasis on 

the duration of mobile phone use, the 

preferred side of use (phone-using ear), 

the presence or absence of a warm 

sensation in the area of the phone-

using ear, and a history of headache, 

hearing loss, tinnitus, vertigo, and 

aural fullness. We did not include any 

students with a history of ear 

discharge, hearing loss, ear surgery, 

ototoxic medication use, prolonged 

noise exposure, or any systemic 

disease that would affect hearing. We 

also excluded subjects who used their 

mobile phone with both ears. 

Otoscopic examinations had been 

performed by an otolaryngologist 

(S.B.) to rule out any external and 

middle ear pathology. A total of 40 

subjects—31 men and 9 women, aged 

20 to 30 years (mean 22.7)—who met 

our eligibility criteria were selected for 

inclusion in the study. Of this group, 

31 subjects typically held their phone 

to the right ear and 9 to the left ear; the 

non-phone-using ear served as each 

subject’s control ear. The subjects 

were also split into two groups of 20 

based on the duration of their daily 

phone use (≤60 min vs. >60 min). 

Pure-tone audiometry, speech 

audiometry, impedance audiometry, 

and brainstem evoked response 

audiometry (BERA) were performed 

on all subjects. The audiometric 

measurements included frequencies 

from 0.25 to 16 kHz, and findings in 

the phone-using ear were compared 

with those in the control ear; 

comparisons were also made in the 

phone-using ears of the shorter-

duration (≤60 min) and longer-duration 

(>60 min) groups. For the BERA 

measurements, the same comparisons 

were made in the wave I-III, III-V, and 

I-V interpeak latencies. 

Statistical analysis. The chi-square test 

was applied for comparisons of 

observation between the two groups 

and the Student t test was applied for 

comparisons of variable data.  

Ethical considerations. Approval for 

the study protocol was granted by our 

institution’s Ethics Committee. 
 

Results 
 Pure-tone audiometry revealed that no patient experienced a hearing loss—defined as 

a pure-tone average (PTA) of >25 dB at 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 kHz—in either ear. When the 

high-frequency PTA—defined as the average over 4, 8, 12, and 16 kHz—was 

compared, abnormal hearing was found in 5 of the 40 phone-using ears (12.5%) and 

in 3 of the 40 control ears (7.5%), which was not a statistically significant difference 

(table 1). 

HFPTA Phone using ear  Control ear  total P value 

<=25dB(Normal 

hearing) 

35 (87.5) 37 (92.5) 72 (90.0) 0.69 

>25dB(hearing 

loss) 

5 (12.5) 3 (7.5) 8 (10.0)  

Table 1. Comparison of pure-tone average findings in the mobile-phone-using ears (n = 

40) and the control ears (n = 40) 
 

 Similarly, no statistically significant difference in highfrequency PTAs was seen 

according to the duration of phone use (table 2). Statistical analysis of the BERA data 

found no statistically significant differences in the wave I-III, wave III-V, and wave I-
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V interpeak latencies between the phoneusing ears and the control ears (table 3). 

Moreover, there were no differences in these latencies according to the duration of use 

(table 2). Finally, no patient reported any sensations of burning or warmth behind, 

around, or on the ear, and none complained of headache, fullness, or tinnitus. 

 Phone using ear  Control ear  P-value 

HFPTA 14.83 ± 7.28 14.93 ± 7.48 0.69 

I-III latency 2.09 ± 0.19 2.07 ± 0.18 0.59 

III-V latency 1.99 ± 0.34 1.97 ± 0.19 0.74 

I-V latency 4.03 ± 0.29 3.98 ± 0.27 0.44 

Table 3. Comparison of audiometric parameters in the mobile-phone-using ears (n = 40) 

and the control ears (n = 40) 

 
 

Discussion 

     There has been considerable interest 

recently in the possible biologic effects 

of human exposure to EMFs emitted 

from mobile phones. Although EMFs 

can exert thermal effects by heating, 

mobile phones operate at a power level 

at which overt heating does not occur. 

Most studies have now focused on 

whether there are any adverse biologic 

nonthermal effects of frequent and 

long-term exposure to EMFs. Low-

energy EMFs (≤450 MHz) appear to 

cause structural and functional changes 

in cell membranes, leading to an 

abnormal cell response. Frequencies 

between 800 and 1,800 MHz can cause 

nonthermal effects on the structure and 

function of cytoplasm, inducing 

changes in the electrophysiology of 

living cells(Panda et al.,2010). The 

degree of internal exposure to EMFs 

from mobile phones can be quantified 

by the amount of energy absorbed by a 

unit mass of the object, which is 

expressed as the specific absorption 

rate (SAR) in units of 

W/kg(Szentpá.,1999). The standards set 

by national and international 

institutions limit the SAR to a range of 

1.6 to 2 W/kg for local exposure in the 

general public. Because of the 

proximity of mobile phones to the head 

during use, the brain and auditory 

system are exposed to a higher SAR 

than is the rest of the body. The 

biologic effects of EMFs depend on  

 

both the frequency and intensity of 

radiation, the duration  

of exposure, and the individual 

characteristics of a given person’s 

nervous system and immune 

status(Hermann et al.,1997&Panda2010). 

Various studies have addressed the 

short-term effects of acute exposure to 

mobile phones on hearing(Arai et 

al2003 &.Mora  et al.,2006).  However, 

data are still lacking in terms of 

frequent and long-term exposure to 

low-level EMFs on the human auditory 

system(Kerekhanjanarong et al.,2005). 

Davidson and Lutman reported no 

chronic effects of cell phone use in 

terms of hearing, tinnitus, and balance 

in a student population with the help of 

questionnaires(Davidson and Lutman 

.,2007). In this study, none of the 

subjects reported any subjective 

symptoms related to mobile phone use, 

such as a heat sensation around the ear, 

headache, fullness, or tinnitus. Our 

findings are in agreement with those of 

(Hietanen et al.2002) However, other 

authors have reported various 

subjective symptoms, especially a 

thermal sensation around the ear, 

among extensive mobile phone 

users(Oktay MF, Dasdag.,2006)..In this 

study comparison of high-frequency 

PTAs found no statistically significant 

difference in hearing thresholds 

between the phone-using ears and the 

control ears. This finding supports 
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observations made by others. For 

example, Kerekhanjanarong et al found 

no significant difference in hearing 

thresholds between dominant and 

nondominant ears.(Kerekhanjanarong  

et al.,2005) Likewise, Panda et al 

found no significant difference in 

hearing loss at the speech frequencies 

and at the high frequencies between 

phone users and controls in either 

ear(Panda et al., 2010). However, 

contrary findings were reported by 

GarcíaCallejo et al, who concluded that 

frequent mobile phone use over 3 years 

was correlated with a mild hearing loss 

of 1 and 5 dBHL that was not observed 

in non–mobile-phone 

users(GarcíaCallejo et al.,2005). 

Panda et al compared high-frequency 

audiometric results and found that 

those who used their phones for more 

than 60 minutes per day had 

significantly greater high-frequency 

PTA than those who used them 

less(Panda et al.,2010). In contrast, I 

found no significant differences in 

high-frequency PTAs between those 

who used their phone less than 60 

minutes per day and more frequent 

users. A possible explanation for this is 

the small size of our study sample; 

other factors might be age, signal 

strength, the proximity of a user’s 

residence or workplace to a base 

station or television tower, and other 

environmental influences. Oysu et al 

studied the short-term effects of 

exposure to mobile phone EMFs on 

auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) 

in  healthy human volunteers and 

found no changes in the absolute 

latencies and interpeak latencies.(Oysu 

et al.,2005) Arai et al exposed 15 

healthy volunteers with normal hearing 

to mobile phone radiation for 30 

minutes; no changes were noted in 

waves I, III, and V, in ABR, and in 

midlatency response after 30 minutes 

of exposure(Arai et al.,2003). Similarly, 

Bak et al evaluated the effects that 

electromagnetic radiation has on ABRs 

during and after the use of a mobile 

phone, and they observed no 

differences in wave I, III, and V 

latencies or in interpeaklatencies(Bak 

ET AL.,2003).Oktay and Dasdag 

found no differences in wave I, III, and 

V latencies or in interpeak latencies 

among nonusers, moderate users, and 

intensive users(Oktay and Dasdag., 

2006) .I also found no statistically 

significant difference in wave I-III, III-

V, and I-V interpeak latencies between 

the phone-using ears and the controls, 

and no differences in terms of the 

duration of use. The only study we 

know of that contradicts the findings of 

the other BERA studies was published 

Kellényi et al, who reported a 0.2-ms 

delay in wave V after 15 minutes of 

EMF cellular phone exposure in 10 

normal-hearing subjects (mean age: 

29.3 yr).30 In  
 

Conclusion 
     There was no adverse effect on the 

auditory system from chronic exposure 

to EMFs by mobile phones, as 

measured by changes in pure-tone 

audiometry and BERA. More follow-

up studies are needed to evaluate the 

effects of frequent and long-term 

mobile phone use on hearing on a large 

sample size before we can reach any 

definitive conclusions. 
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